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Career Research Profile #1: Construction Carpenter 

Career Field, Choice Rational and History 

Wood is one of humanity’s oldest building materials and the skills to advance it 

are challenging and interesting. I have always admired nice furniture, homes, and 

anything crafted from wood. My interest in carpentry goes back to my high school years, 

where I took woodshop as an elective. Like an artist, I have pride and a keenness for 

things I have built myself.  

Career Duties 

There are many categories of carpenters such as apprentice carpenters, bridge 

carpenters, general carpenters, form carpenters, journeyman carpenters and rough 

carpenters (to name a few). Carpenters measure materials and distances and study 

blueprints and diagrams to determine dimensions of structures to be built. Carpenters cut 

or saw boards, timbers, or plywood to required size, using handsaw, power saw, or 

woodworking machines (O*Net Online. 2010). They may be asked to accomplish tasks 

such as anchoring and bracing forms other structures using a variety of objects to hold in 

place such as: nails, bolts, anchor rods, steel cables, planks, wedges, and timbers.  

Qualifications 

Manual dexterity is essential for carpenters since they work with their hands on a 

daily basis and carpenters need pay close attention to details and possess strong math and 
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problem-solving skills (Study.com, 2015) While primary work is directly with material(s) 

carpenters are not exempt from the need to poses technological and computer skills.  The 

need may arise for the carpenter to use accounting, costing, estimating, scheduling and 

project management software. Having experience with Microsoft Excel and Word can 

also be very helpful. Experience using a variety of hand and power tools is also of critical 

importance for carpenters. An understanding of first aid might also necessary as working 

with dangerous tools regularly makes carpenters particularly vulnerable to on the job 

injury. 

Earnings 

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2012), the median annual wage for 

carpenters was $39,940 (around $19.00 and hour). This is the wage that half of carpenters 

during this time period earned (some earned more and some earned less). The lowest 10 

percent earned less than $24,880, and the top 10 percent earned more than $72,580 

(Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012). Most carpenters work full time unless in the 

apprentice stages, were they receive roughly half pay. Many carpenters set their own 

schedule as many carpenters enjoy self-employment. 

Nature of the Job 

A carpenter’s daily duties can vary greatly and specific planning can be difficult 

to do, and the number of specific construction and repair jobs carpenters perform is 

endless.  Carpenters construct and repair building frameworks and structures such as 

stairways, doorframes, partitions, and rafters made from wood and other materials. They 

build homes, decks, rooms, and install kitchen cabinets, siding, and drywall. This 

provides never a dull moment for the carpenter as work is regularly changing. 
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Related Fields 

The Bureau of Labor Statistics includes carpenters as a construction and 

extraction occupation. Other related occupations in this category include boilermakers, 

masons, plumbers, and electricians. It is not uncommon for carpenters to explore these 

related careers while working in the filed. This is one of the interesting aspects of a career 

in carpentry, the exposure to other related constriction professions. 

Reflection 

Carpenters need a wide scope of skills to work effectively. The number of duties a 

carpenter performs on a regular basis increases the carpenter’s skill set and makes for a 

challenging and interesting job. I find interesting the chance to explore and develop other 

skills like plumbing and electric while on the job as carpenter. Not only does a carpenter 

work to supply the needs and repairs of others, he/she is often able to manage many of 

their own construction needs and wants.   
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